
CAREER
PORTFOLIO

READY

A JOB
INTERVIEW

HOW TO
PREPARECOMING ON TIME OR

SLIGHTLY BEFORE

DO THE DUE
DILIGENCE

EVEN BEFORE
APPLYING

QUESTIONS ON
THE COMPANY

CLOTHING



Give an example of a time when you
handled a major crisis.

JOB INTERVIEW
QUESTIONS

·Tell me about a time when you had
to deal with a co-worker who wasn't
doing his/her fair share of the work.
What did you do and what was the

outcome?
·Describe a decision you made that
was a failure. What happened and

why?

·Tell me about a time when you were
faced with conflicting priorities. How
did you determine the top priority?

·Describe your dream job.
·What inspires you in a job?

·Do you consider yourself successful?• What motivates you?



COMMON
INTERVIEW
ANSWERS
AND COVER

LETTER
PHRASES

describing
your profile

describing
your

educational
background

explaining
why you
want this

job

the tricky
part of any
interview –

salary

I’m used to
working 

I possess
excellent…

skills

I am eager
to...  

I graduated
from …

I majored in
... // my

major is…..

I want to
further my

career in 
) I want to
pursue a
career in

competitive
salary

I believe
it’s fair for

me to
expect…

) My
salary

expectati
ons are in
line with
/ go hand
in hand /  

my
qualificat
ions and

education

I
successfully
obtained /
gained   my

bachelor
degree in … 

I perform well
under pressure



mock-up
questions

about
motivation

a time when
you went

above and
beyond the

call of duty in
order to

complete the
job or school
assignment.

times when
you were not
very satisfied

or pleased
with your

performance

about
problem-

solving

What steps
do you follow

to study a
problem
before

making a
decision?

Type of Job

Full Time

Part Time

about time
managemen

t

Tell me about
a time you

were under a
lot of

pressure.
What was

going on, and
how did you
get through

it?
After

about
communicatio

n

Tell me about
a time you

thought you
communicate
d clearly but

were
misunderstoo

d

you were able
to

successfully
communicate
with another

person even if
they may not

have
personally

liked you (or
vice versa)

you had to request
help or assistance

on a project or
assignment

about
teamwork

Talk about a time you had
to work closely with

someone whose
personality was very
different from yours

challenge or
conflict

you’ve faced
at work, and

how you dealt
with it


